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CORRESPONDENCE
histological sections (figure). The ink also
firmly adheres to any tissue retained in formalin for further examination.

We were interested to read the recent papers
and correspondence in the Journal concerning the marking of resection margins in
surgical biopsy specimens, using artists pigments suspended in acetone,' Tipp-Ex fluid,2
organically coloured gelatins' and alcian
blue.'
The traditional method using India ink is
not particularly satisfactory due to the
prolonged period of drying required and the
tendency for the ink to spread. We have
overcome this problem by applying Bouin's
solution to the specimen immediately after
painting on the ink, either by immersion or
using a syringe. The ink seems to become
instantaneously "fixed" to the specimen, and
the cutting up of the specimen can proceed
without delay. The ink remains firmly
adherent to formalin fixed or fresh tissue
throughout processing and is clearly seen in
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Breast biopsy specimen showing resection margin marked with India ink following immersion in
Bouin's solution.

Use of Tipp-Ex fluid as a marker of
surgical resection margins
I feel I must respond to Clarke and Sarsfield's
criticism of the use of Tipp-Ex fluid as a
marker of surgical resection margins.' In my
original submission2 I stated that the
processing equipment was unaffected. This
statement was in response to a point raised by
the referee and was intended to refer
specifically to the machine processing. Far
from my being "economical with the truth", I
think that the critics are being excessively
pedantic in extending this to include
microtome knife blades. Laboratory staffwere
consulted before the letter was submitted and
all felt that as many now use disposable
blades, which can easily be moved to a fresh
area after cutting, this was of no great impor-
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suspect.

far outweigh any problems in cutting. I hope
that criticisms such as this will not dissuade
others from trying this convenient technique
in their own laboratories.
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T cell receptor (TCR) gene rearrangements in the assignment of tumour cell

tance.

lineage

Tipp-Ex is now being used by other
histopathology laboratories which feel that
the speed with which it can be used and the

Hodges et al studied DNA from peripheral T
cell lymphoma (T-NHL) and failed to show

lack of "mess" associated with other methods

the clonal gene rearrangement of TCR

or y

Dr Smith comments:
In his letter Dr O'Connor makes the point
that the cases we studied may not be of T cell
histology. All the cases included in our paper
were reviewed by Professor Dennis Wright,
University of Southampton, and furthermore, cases were immunostained with a panel
of monoclonal antibodies. The cases were
selected on the basis of histology and T cell
immunophenotype. While it is acknowledged
that this is a particularly difficult area in
histopathology, we do not feel these results
are suspect; rather that they represent a
growing number of lymphomas of peripheral
T cell lymphoma histology that do not have
clonal TcR gene rearrangement.' 2We should
be pleased to learn of the experiences of
others in this particular field.
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Marking resection margins in surgical
biopsy specimens

chain genes in five of six cases.' These data
are surprising and contrast with previous
work that has shown clonal TCR gene
rearrangement to be present in more than
95% cases of T-NHL.24
The occurrence of T-NHL without clonal
rearrangement of the TCR ,B or y genes
implies that T cell leukaemias with a similar
genetic make-up exist, but although four such
T leukaemias have been described, these were
all lymphoblastic with features of maturation
arrest at the prethymic stage (CD7 and CD5
positive, but negative for other T cell markers
including CD3).56 Because peripheral TNHL do not result from a clonal expansion of
prethymic T cells, these cases are not comparable.
The most plausible explanation for the
inability to detect clonal TCR gene rearrangement in "T-NHL" is that the histological
diagnosis was incorrect.2 It would therefore
be helpful to know whether these cases had
been the subject of formal histological review;
if so, by which histopathologist, and what
criteria were used to establish the diagnosis of
T-NHL? If formal review was not carried out
then the conclusions reached are highly

